
Name: ____________________________________________________ 
Period: ________ 

Date: ____________________ 

El Destinos – Myth  
 
In the Greek myth of The Fates, three sisters -  Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos – are responsible for every 
person’s “life line.” 
Clotho is the sister fate who spins – creates - the threads of life out of wool. 
Lachesis measures the threads of life and determines how long each person lives. 
Atropos, the inevitable, is death – she cuts the threads of life with her shears. 
 
In Greece, they were sometimes drawn as the daughters of Zeus, wearing togas. The Vikings believed the 
Fates sat at the base of the World Tree – Ygdrasil – and were old crones (a synonym for hag).  

  
 
In this story, the author has reincarnated the fates in 1848 El Paso, Texas, as three young sisters: Maria Elena, 
the youngest, with a club foot; the narrator, Valeria, the middle sister, who is neither beautiful nor ugly, but 
totally forgettable; and Rosa, the oldest and most beautiful. 
 
Now that you know the myth of the three fates, draw something that you think of when you consider the roles 
each sister plays in the myth. Example: Maria Elena / Birth – a baby, or a crib, or a rattle, etc. 
 

Maria Elena Valeria Rosa 

Birth / Spinner of the threads of 
life 

Life itself – Everything in between. Death. Cuts the thread. 

 

  

 
 
 



Traits of the Three Sisters / Fates 
 
The author continues to explain or describe the three sisters in threes. She finds lots of ways to describe them 
that involve three parts of a whole. 
 
Now, draw two other things that can be “divided” into three parts, the way birth, life and death can.  
Draw each part, and include an emoji in a corner of the box, that shows how it makes you feel.  
When you are finished, go back and add emojis to the three sisters’ roles – show how their roles in deciding a 
person’s Fate make you feel. 
 

1. Cupcake. So much potential! 

          

Cream filling in the middle. Yum. 

   

                                                  

Crumbs. All gone.  

 

                                                      

2. Morning / manana Day / dia Night / noche 

3.    
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EL DESTINOS - VOCABULARY 
 
The author uses lots of Spanish words in this story, because it would have been part of the setting. When you 
run across a word in Spanish, and you think you know what it is, or we identify it in class, write the English 
here: 
 
Example: 
colcha ________________________________          peones ______________________________ 
 

                                       
 
cocina _______________________________           horno _________________________________ 
 

                                            
 
Tejano _______________________________         el gallo  __________________________________ 
 

                                                  
 
Rancho _____________________________            serape  _______________________________ 
 

                                                     
 



 
vitalidad _____________________________          ristras _______________________________ 
 

                                                   
 
placita ________________________________      mijas __________________________________         
 

                                            
 
Torejas _________________________________  abuela __________________________________ 
 

                                                                                              
 
 
boda _________________________________                     vacas ____________________________________ 
 

                                                              
 
monstruo ___________________________________      cajeta ____________________________________ 
 

                                                                                 



 
guitarra ___________________________________     
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El Destinos – Colors of the Life Threads 
 

Each thread, or lifeline, in this story has a different color. 
 
The color of each thread is how Valeria can tell if it needs to be brought to Rosa to be cut. The most vibrant, 
alive hues – depths and shades of color – are located in the very middle of the thread. In the “end” of the 
thread, when it is near death, the color fades to almost silver – and Valeria knows it needs to be cut.   
 
Draw your own life thread. Think carefully of the color your life will be. Show its shape and thickness and 
length – so far. How would you measure your life thread? Does it go in a straight line, or does it wiggle all over 
the page? Be creative and show as many details as you can.    
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El Destinos – Character Traits 
 

The author describes each girl – Maria Elena, Valeria and Rosa – very specifically. Using this graph, chart each 
character’s traits – things about the girls that make them who they are – and then ask yourself, does that fit 
with her role as one of the Fates? 
 

 MARIA ELENA VALERIA  ROSA 

Character Trait: Each girl 
is described as having a 
“time of day” that is her 
favorite. 

 “…her time is the 
morning, when the sun is 
just a whisper in the 
sky.” 

“My time is day, with the 
cocina alive with heat 
and noise and the smell 
of bread baking” 

Nighttime is her time. 
“When the moon is full 
and the village asleep, 
my sister roams the 
plains with her hair flying 
loose” 

Role: Birth – Daybreak, or the 
beginning of a day. Like 
the beginning of a life – 
full of hope and promise. 
Yes, this fits her role. 

Life – Daytime – 
Everything in a day that  
has to be done -  chores, 
family, work. Yes, this fits 
her role. 

Death – Nighttime is the 
end of the day. There’s 
no going back, re-doing 
anything. It’s over. Yes, 
this fits her role. 

Character Trait:     

Role: Birth -  Life -  Death -  

Character Trait:     



 MARIA ELENA VALERIA  ROSA 

Character Trait:          

Role: Birth –   Life –   Death –   

Character Trait:     

Role: Birth -  Life -  Death -  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


